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I research and recommend bakeries or dessert companies and schedule tastings for

you if desired. I will attend up to two tastings with you and will assist with the

contract and deposit logistics for the chosen bakery.

Using your design board as a reference I will reach out to floral designers who fit

the style and vision we created. After talking through and analyzing the floral

proposals, I will work with the selected florist on the contract, deposit and logistics.

I will also gather quotes and work with various companies on lighting, draping,

décor and furniture rentals.

Depending on your styling needs, I will find 2-3 artist/stylists for your review. I will

work with the selected stylist and artist to create a hair and makeup schedule for

the wedding day. I will also work with those vendors on the contract, deposit and

logistics.

I will recommend 2 wedding officiants for you to interview on your own. I will

assist with the contract, deposit and logistics with your chosen wedding officiant.
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Now’s the big day! On the day of the wedding, my team will be on site to for up

to 10 hours to manage the vendor team, coordinate the wedding day events and

oversee setup and break-down of both the ceremony and reception sites. I will also

attend and manage the final walk-through at your venue which takes place

approximately one month before the wedding. We will be on-site to guide and

direct the ceremony rehearsal prior to the wedding day. Having been to a few

weddings in our time we are an experienced team that can trouble shoot any andweddings in our time we are an experienced team that can trouble shoot any and

all last minute questions or issues that may arise and oh they always do.

Time spent planning; from 50-100 hours
Package price starts at $4,000.00

Guest count, location, logistics and budget will effect final quote.

Each wedding is unique and will require sourcing of unique elements. I will

recommend and help coordinate guest room blocks and guest shuttles for the

wedding. I will always provide recommendations, ideas and resources for any

details that you wish to do on your own such as guest welcome bags, gown

alterations, tuxedo rentals and any other items or vendors you may dream of.

I will recommend and work with a stationery company on the design, etiquette and

ordering process for all of your wedding stationery including save the dates,

invitations, programs, menu cards and seating cards. If you are looking to order

your stationary on line I will assist in the design, wording and layout of save the

dates and invitations.


